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All liquid propellant rocket instability calculations in current use have limited value in the predictive sense and serve mainly as a correlating framework for the available data sets. The well-known \( n-\tau \) model first introduced by Crocco and Cheng in 1956\(^1\) is still used as the primary analytical tool of this type. A multitude of attempts to establish practical analytical methods have achieved only limited success.\(^2-7\) These methods usually produce only stability boundary maps that are of little use in making critical design decisions in new motor development programs. Recent progress in understanding the mechanisms of combustion instability in solid propellant rockets\(^8-11\) provides a firm foundation for a new approach to prediction, diagnosis, and correction of the closely related problems in liquid motor instability. For predictive tools to be useful in the motor design process, they must have the capability to accurately determine: 1) time evolution of the pressure oscillations and limit amplitude, 2) critical triggering pulse amplitude, and 3) unsteady heat transfer rates at injector surfaces and chamber walls. The method described in this paper relates these critical motor characteristics directly to system design parameters. Inclusion of mechanisms such as wave steepening, vorticity production and transport, and unsteady detonation wave phenomena greatly enhance the representation of key features of motor chamber oscillatory behavior. The basic theoretical model is described and preliminary computations are compared to experimental data. A plan to develop the new predictive method into a comprehensive analysis tool is also described.

### Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \bar{a} )</td>
<td>Mean speed of sound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( e )</td>
<td>Oscillatory energy density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \bar{E} )</td>
<td>Time-averaged oscillatory system energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E_m^2 )</td>
<td>Normalization constant for mode ( m )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k_m )</td>
<td>Wave number for axial mode ( m )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( L )</td>
<td>Chamber length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( m )</td>
<td>Mode number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \bar{M} )</td>
<td>Reference Mach number in chamber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n )</td>
<td>Outward pointing unit normal vector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p )</td>
<td>Oscillatory Pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \bar{P} )</td>
<td>Mean chamber pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r )</td>
<td>Radial position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R )</td>
<td>Chamber radius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( S )</td>
<td>Strouhal Number,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t )</td>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( u )</td>
<td>Oscillatory velocity vector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( U_x, U_z )</td>
<td>Mean flow velocity component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( z )</td>
<td>Axial position</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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I. Introduction

The combustion instability problem is staggeringly complex. It involves many physical and chemical mechanisms that are not yet fully understood. This has resulted in a motor design process that, for the most part, simply ignores the possibility of combustion instability until it appears unexpectedly at the testing stage of a new system. Unfortunately, it is expensive and time consuming to correct oscillatory behavior when it is encountered in this way. Although there does exist a set of proven corrective procedures, they must still be applied in an ad hoc fashion, and without full understanding of the physical mechanisms involved. In other words, it is still a “cut-and-try” process that has evolved from difficulties such as those experienced in Saturn V (F-1) motor development. In the present environment, such an occurrence would doubtless spell the cancellation of a new motor development program. In short, the ability to anticipate combustion instability problems at the design stage does not presently exist in practical form.

Nevertheless, when the findings of many investigators collected over a period of several decades are carefully merged, a comprehensive picture of the combustion instability phenomenon emerges. It is now clear that useful design tools can be devised that incorporate the seemingly divergent information that has resulted from these research programs. This has been recently demonstrated in similar problems encountered in solid propellant rocket development. The purpose of this paper is to describe methods for building this information into a new analytical model for predicting, diagnosing, and correcting problems of combustion instability in liquid propellant motors.

II. Analytical Foundations

Earlier analyses were for the most part built upon the assumption of a system of irrotational acoustic waves. Experimental data will be reviewed showing the limitations imposed by this approach. Careless application of simplifying assumptions often leads to incorrect or incomplete results. The acoustic wave assumption is motivated by the observation that observed oscillatory frequencies are often quite close to those corresponding to the acoustic modes of the combustion chamber. However, assuming an acoustic basis for an instability theory results in the inability to accommodate correct boundary conditions (such as the no-slip condition at chamber boundaries) and the loss of important flow features such as unsteady vorticity that can have major impact on the validity of the results. It is also difficult to properly treat finite amplitude waves using an acoustic model. There is much evidence that the high-amplitude wave systems in unstable rockets are more akin to traveling shock fronts. Early efforts...
were made to account for steepened wave effects, but the analytical methods applied did not lead to practical solutions. These were usually applications of the method of characteristics that did not lend themselves well to generalized computational techniques of the kind needed for a practical stability assessment algorithm.

**Experience with Solid Propellant Motors**

The well-known failure of predictive algorithms in solid rocket analysis is largely the result of neglect of key features of the unsteady flow of combustion products. In particular, one must account for effects of vorticity production and propagation and for the tendency of initially weak (essentially acoustic) waves to steepen into shock-like wave motions. When such waves interact with a combustible mixture of reactants, then the possibility of unsteady detonation waves must also be addressed. Very significant improvement in predictive capability results from inclusion of these features, which until recently were not included in either liquid or solid motor analyses.

Solid propellant rocket motor analysis as applied in the SSP (Standard Stability Prediction) computer program, implements Culick’s irrotational acoustics based analyses. While the Culick approach introduces a more complete formulation than similar algorithms in the accepted liquid rocket tool kit, it does not yield satisfactory predictive capability. This is partly the result of the assumption that the wave motions are strictly acoustic (irrotational) in nature. Recent work by the writers of the present paper focused on improving SSP by inclusion of important mechanisms such as vorticity generation and shock wave interactions. Much of the recent progress in the solid motor analysis leads directly to similar improvements in handling the liquid rocket instability problem.

Culick’s papers on combustion instability, published in the early 1970’s are the foundation for all stability prediction methods now in use. His method is based on three crucial assumptions:

- small amplitude pressure fluctuations superimposed on a low-speed mean flow,
- thin, chemically reacting surface layer with mass addition, and
- oscillatory flow-field represented by chamber acoustic modes.

The first assumption allows linearization of the governing equations both in the wave amplitude and the surface Mach number of the mean injected flow. The second causes all surface reaction effects, including combustion, to collapse to simple acoustic admittance boundary conditions imposed at the chamber surfaces.

The last assumption oversimplifies the oscillatory gas dynamics by suppressing all unsteady rotational flow effects; the acoustic representation is strictly irrotational. Concern for this omission was addressed partially by Culick in a paper in which he introduced his well-known rotational mean flow model. Stability calculations based on this improved mean flow representation produced no significant changes in the system stability characteristics. On this basis, it has since been generally assumed that all vorticity (rotational flow effects), including the unsteady part, have negligible influence on combustion instability growth rate calculations.

**Rotational Flow Effects**

Considerable progress has been made in the last decade in understanding both the precise source of the vorticity and the resulting changes in the oscillatory flow-field. Analytical, numerical, and experimental investigations have demonstrated that rotational flow effects play an important role in the unsteady gas motions in solid rocket motors. Much effort has been directed to constructing the required corrections to the acoustic model. This has culminated in a comprehensive picture of the unsteady motions that agrees with experimental measurements, as well as numerical simulations.

These models were used in carrying out three-dimensional system stability calculations, in a first attempt to account for rotational flow effects by correcting the acoustic instability algorithm. In this process one discovers the origin, and the three-dimensional form, of the classical flow-turning correction; related terms appear that are not accounted for in the SSP algorithm. In particular, a rotational correction term was identified that cancels the flow-turning energy loss in a full-length cylindrical grain. However, all of these results must now be questioned because they are founded on an incomplete representation of the system energy balance.

Culick’s stability estimation procedure is based on calculating the exponential growth (or decay) of an irrotational acoustic wave; the results are equivalent to energy balance models used earlier by Castrell and Hart. In all of these calculations the system energy is represented by the classical Kirchoff (acoustic) energy density. Consequently, it does not represent the full unsteady field, which must include both acoustic and rotational flow effects. Kinetic energy carried by the vorticity waves is thus ignored. It is readily demonstrated that the actual average unsteady energy contained in the system at a given time is about 25% larger than the acoustic energy alone. Furthermore, representation of the energy sources and sinks that determine the stability characteristics of the motor chamber must also be modified. Attempts to correct...
the acoustic growth rate model by retention of rotational flow source terms only, preclude a full representation of the effects of vorticity generation and coupling.

In liquid motors, the main role played by the rotational flow interactions is in controlling boundary conditions at the chamber walls and especially at the injector boundaries. Vorticity is created in the case of waves traveling parallel to the injection interface because such waves (tangential modes for example) represent unsteady pressure gradients across the incoming quasi-steady flow streamlines. This vorticity is propagated into the chamber mainly by convection, and it has important implications in terms of the motor stability. These effects will be examined carefully as we carry out the stability analyses in the next section of the report.

Nonlinear Effects

The effects of nonlinear interactions play a major role in controlling all important attributes of nonlinear pressure oscillations in liquid motor combustion chambers. Thus strictly linearized models are of little value in the present situation. Of crucial importance is the modeling of the time history of the oscillations and their limiting amplitude and the critical triggering amplitudes at which an otherwise stable motor is caused to transition to violent oscillations. Pulsing of this sort can occur from random "popping" and other natural disturbances, so it is important to characterize this aspect of motor behavior.

It is well-known that shock waves are a major nonlinear attribute of axial mode oscillations in solid rockets. Current work with liquid motor preburners shows similar longitudinal mode shocks. We will now establish that similar effects are associated with transverse modes despite widely-held contrary views.

Transverse Mode Shock and Detonation Waves

Study of the Saturn V first stage F-1 engine development stability problems gives much guidance in the modeling requirements addressed in this paper. Examination of the oscillatory pressure data for this motor (see Fig. 1) indicate the presence of steep fronted, shock-like waves.

This device allowed detailed measurement not only of the unsteady pressure waves throughout the motor cavity, but also included motion-picture recording of events within the chamber by means of a protected camera placed just outside nozzle throat (sans exit cone). The investigators described the unsteady flow field as a "traveling detonation wave." The presence of steep high-amplitude wave fronts is clearly depicted in the pressure traces measured near the injector face as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 1 Shock Waves in F-1 Pressure Trace.

Fig. 2 JPL 20k-lbf-Thrust Rocket Motor.

Fig. 3 Evidence of Shock Waves in JPL 20k-lbf-Thrust Rocket Motor.
The waves were identified by their dominant frequency component as the first tangential acoustic mode. This mode is often associated with the most destructive forms of liquid rocket instability. Although the waveform is steep fronted, it is basically a "shocked" acoustic wave of very large amplitude (on the acoustic scale). Figure 4 shows how the wave energy is distributed axially in the motor. This data was secured using an ablatively cooled Kistler pressure probe that could be accurately placed laterally and axially within the motor chamber. Notice that the kinetic energy associated with the wave is strongest near the chamber wall and is barely discernable in the nozzle entrance. This provides direct verification of modeling assumptions routinely used in handling the unsteady nozzle boundary conditions. The records were obtained during resonant combustion initiated by a 25 msec bomb pulse.

III. Formulation

In this section we briefly discuss what is needed from the theoretical standpoint to provide a useful analytical framework for combustion instability. It is necessary to accommodate the features we have identified as key elements in a correct physical representation. We must discard models based on the acoustic point of view. Nonlinear energy losses in steep wave fronts and energy flow to the wave structure from combustion must be accommodated. It is also necessary to provide a framework that can ultimately include effects of mixing, vaporization, and other two phase flow effects. These elements will be included only in outline form, but placeholders are inserted which will require later elaboration. The most effective method for incorporating this large array of physical/chemical interactions is by using a global nonlinear energy balance. Methods based on the usual perturbed acoustic wave equation cannot properly account for the many interactions that must be included.

Mathematical Strategy

Since a central concern is the handling of steep fronted waves it is necessary to carefully lay out a solution technique that will lead to a practical predictive algorithm. To make the mathematical problem tractable, we choose to avoid the fashionable numerical strategies such as method of characteristics of a full CFD treatment of the problem. Either of these techniques would likely fail in the problem we are attempting to solve here. What is required is an approach that bridges the gap between the earlier perturbation techniques that limit the solutions to linear gas motions and other ad hoc methods such as those introduced by Culick to study nonlinear features of combustion instability. In those works, Culick and his students model the steepening process in which energy flows by nonlinear mode coupling from low frequency to higher frequency spectral components.

In the problem of central interest here, we are not concerned with the steepening process, per se, rather, we wish to understand the gas motions in the fully steepened state. Figure 5 illustrates several aspects of the problem we must solve. This diagram shows in schematic form all features of combustion instability that appear experimentally. Furthermore, it provides a useful way to categorize the various analytical methods by which we attempt to understand this very complicated physical problem. Figure 5 shows that if the waves grow from noise in the linear fashion, the motion is linear and each acoustic mode grows individually according the balance of energy gains and losses peculiar to that operating frequency. In general, the lowest order mode grows most rapidly because it requires less energy to excite. As the oscillations grow to a finite amplitude, nonlinear effects appear and there...
is a phase in which energy is redistributed from lower to higher modal components; it is this process that is described in Culick's nonlinear model.

Fig. 5 Time Evolution of System Amplitude

As the wave steepens, the relative amplitudes of the constituent acoustic modes reach a frozen state corresponding to shock like behavior. This is the fully nonlinear state illustrated in the figure. In pulse testing of motors, the steepening process is almost instantaneous. For example, Brownlee\textsuperscript{a} notes that when the pulse is fired, "...the injected flow disturbance traversed the length of the motor, partially reflected at the nozzle end, and became a steep-fronted shock-like wave in one cycle." Thus in modeling such effects, it is unnecessary to trace the full steepening process. The relative wave amplitudes are readily estimated from a large database of experimental data to be described later. It is readily established that precise knowledge of the relative amplitudes is not necessary to achieve an accurate estimate of the limit cycle and triggering amplitudes.

We must formulate a mathematical strategy that yields the key information, namely the limit amplitude reached by the system in the fully steepened state. This is the information required by the motor designer in assessing potential vibration levels, and as we will show, the severity of heat loads and force levels on fragile injector components.

The key to simplifying the nonlinear problem is to assume that the fully steepened traveling wave is a composite of the chamber normal modes:

$$p(r,t) = \epsilon(t) \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} A_n(t) \psi_n(r)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $\epsilon(t)$ is the instantaneous amplitude, This is a proven simplifying strategy\textsuperscript{49,50} that conforms well to all experimental features that must be accommodated in our solution algorithm.

Notation

The following dimensionless variables will be used (star * denotes dimensional quantities; subscript o indicates quiescent chamber reference conditions):

$$\begin{align*}
  p &= \frac{p^*}{P_0} \\
  \rho &= \frac{\rho^*}{\rho_o} \\
  T &= \frac{T^*}{T_0} \\
  u &= \frac{u^*}{a_0} \\
  r &= \frac{r^*}{L} \\
  F &= \frac{F^*}{(\rho_o a_o^2/L)} \\
  \omega &= \frac{\omega^*}{(a_o/L)} \\
  e &= \frac{e^*}{a_o^2}
\end{align*}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $F$ is a body force and $e$ is specific internal energy. The dimensionless governing equations are:

Continuity:

$$\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\rho \mathbf{u}) = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Momentum:

$$\rho \left( \frac{\partial \mathbf{u}}{\partial t} + \frac{1}{2} \nabla (\rho \mathbf{u} - \mathbf{u} \times \omega) \right) = -\frac{1}{\gamma} \nabla p + \delta^2 \nabla \times \nabla \times \mathbf{u} + \delta^2 \nabla (\nabla \cdot \mathbf{u}) + F$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Energy:

$$\begin{align*}
  \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \left[ \rho \left( e + \frac{1}{2} \mathbf{u} \cdot \mathbf{u} \right) \right] + \nabla \cdot \left[ \rho \mathbf{u} \left( e + \frac{1}{2} \mathbf{u} \cdot \mathbf{u} \right) \right] = & \\
  \frac{\delta^2}{(\gamma - 1) \rho} \nabla^2 T - \frac{1}{\gamma} \nabla \cdot (\rho \mathbf{u} - \mathbf{u} \times \omega) & + \\
  \frac{\delta^2}{\rho} \nabla \cdot (\mathbf{u} \cdot \nabla \times \mathbf{u}) + \\
  \delta^2 \nabla^2 (\nabla \cdot \mathbf{u}) + \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{h_i w_i}{\delta^2}
\end{align*}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Species mass fraction:

$$\rho \left[ \frac{\partial Y_i}{\partial t} + \mathbf{u} \cdot \nabla Y_i \right] = \frac{\delta^2}{Pr} \nabla^2 Y_i = w_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

State:

$$p = \rho T$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

The Prandtl number $Pr$ and viscous reference lengths (proportional to inverse square root of appropriate Reynolds numbers) appear naturally. These are defined as:

$$\begin{align*}
  Pr &= \frac{c_p \mu}{K} \\
  \delta^2 &= \frac{\nu}{a_0 L} \\
  \delta_\theta^2 &= \delta^2 (\eta/\mu + \frac{4}{3}) \\
  \delta_f &= \frac{K}{\rho_o c_p V_{ref}} = \frac{K}{\rho_o c_p \rho_o M_{ref}}
\end{align*}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

The latter reference length is the reference flame length needed in regions dominated by combustion heat
release. Other variables needed in modeling chemical reactions are:
\[
\begin{align*}
\rho &= \rho + \rho_0 \\
\rho_0 &= \rho + \rho_0 \left( 1 + \frac{1}{3} \right) \\
\gamma &= \gamma + \gamma_0 \left( 1 + \frac{1}{3} \right) \\
E &= E + E_0 \left( 1 + \frac{1}{3} \right)
\end{align*}
\]
which are dimensionless reaction rate, dimensionless heat of combustion, mass fraction for species i, and temperature, respectively.

Decomposing Variables: Steady and Unsteady Parts
The steady and unsteady parts of the variables are separated in the standard manner by writing
\[
\begin{align*}
\rho &= \bar{\rho} + \rho^{(1)} \\
\rho^{(1)} &= \rho_0 \left( 1 - \frac{1}{3} \right) \\
\gamma &= \gamma + \gamma_0 \left( 1 + \frac{1}{3} \right) \\
E &= E + E_0 \left( 1 + \frac{1}{3} \right)
\end{align*}
\]
where a shorthand notation has been adopted for the heat release in the combustion processes. The body force, \( \mathbf{F} \), is a placeholder for several two-phase flow effects such as spray atomization, etc. that will be treated later. Note that the dilatational viscous force and conduction heat transfer terms are retained. These are the source of the important nonlinear energy loss in steep wave fronts.

Using Eqs. (10), one can now expand Eq. (11) to give the equation for the system amplitude. To accomplish this, the time averaged Eq. (12) can be written as
\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{dE}{dt} &= \gamma \left( \frac{\bar{P}}{\gamma} \right) + \frac{1}{2} \bar{\rho} \left( \frac{\bar{u}^{(1)}}{\gamma} \right)
\end{align*}
\]
which is the time averaged oscillatory energy. Note that this consists of a "potential" energy proportional to the pressure fluctuation and a kinetic part proportional to the square of the particle velocity. The latter is not the simple acoustic particle velocity; it is the composite of the irrotational and rotational parts needed to satisfy correct boundary conditions at the chamber surfaces.

Equation (14) is similar to the usual Kirchoff reference energy density from classical acoustics:
\[
\begin{align*}
\mathcal{E}_{\text{Kirchoff}} &= \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\bar{P}}{\gamma} \right) + \frac{1}{2} \bar{\rho} \left( \frac{\bar{u}^{(1)}}{\gamma} \right)
\end{align*}
\]
The differences are largely the result of relaxing the isentropic flow assumption used in deriving Eq. (15).

Spatial Averaging
In order to account for the net behavior of the entire system it is now required to integrate the time-averaged energy density over the chamber control volume. Define the reference system energy,
\[
\begin{align*}
E^2 &= \frac{1}{4} \bar{P} \left( \frac{\bar{u}^{(1)}}{\gamma} \right) + \frac{1}{2} \bar{\rho} \left( \frac{\bar{u}^{(1)}}{\gamma} \right)
\end{align*}
\]
Then the rate of change of system amplitude can be written in the convenient form:
\[
\frac{dE}{dt} = \alpha^{(1)} + \alpha^{(2)} \alpha^{(3)} + \alpha^{(4)} \alpha^{(5)} + \cdots
\]
where \( \alpha^{(1)} \) is the linear growth rate for the composite wave system. This expression emphasizes the important fact that the nonlinear model is only as good as the linear representation of the system.
In many ways, achieving a valid linear model is the most difficult part of the entire problem. It has in fact been the downfall of numerous past attempts. Much time and energy has been expended on attempts to correct deficiencies in the linear model by introduction of ad hoc fixes that are often based on guesswork, and misinterpretation and/or distortion of experimental evidence. The roadway is strewn with the wreckage of such attempts. We avoid the temptation to dwell on this unhappy aspect of the past. Clearly, the only road to success is to avoid losing any of the crucial physical information that have been so carefully collected in the system energy balance constructed here.

**Linear Growth Rate**

The linear part of Eq. (17) becomes

\[
\alpha^L = \frac{1}{2E^2} \left\{ \frac{1}{\gamma^S} \int_S n \cdot \left( p' u' \right) dS - \frac{\bar{M}_b \bar{P}}{\gamma^P} \int_S \left[ -\frac{1}{2} \left( P' \right)^T \right] dS + \frac{\bar{M}_b \bar{P}}{\gamma^P} \int_S \left[ \left( u' \cdot \left( u' \times \Omega \right) \right) \right] dV + \int_V \left( \dot{\Omega} \right) dV + \int_V \left( F \right) dV \right\}
\]

where only the placeholders for combustion heat release and two-phase flow interactions are shown. It happens that careful evaluation of the volume integrals in Eq. (18) leads to vanishing many of the terms shown. One of these is the Culick flow turning effect, which has been the source of considerable argument, disagreement, and unhappiness in the solid propellant rocket instability research community. Unfortunately, this term leads to a damping effect which in most motor evaluations is as large as other main contributions to the energy balance. To illustrate the handling of terms in Eq. (18), we now (correctly) evaluate the term from which flow turning originates:

\[
\alpha^L = \frac{\bar{M}_b \bar{P}}{E^2} \int_V \left( u' \cdot \left( u' \times \omega \right) \right) dV + \left( u' \cdot U \times \omega \right) dV
\]

The subscript, \(4\), is an artifact of the numbering system introduced in Ref. (11) to keep track of the many linear stability contributions in Eq. (18). Flow turning was first identified by Culick\(^{21,26}\) in his one-dimensional calculations as a result of forcing satisfaction the no-slip condition (which could not be accomplished in his three-dimensional model because of the irrotational flow assumption). Flandrino\(^{10,11,29,39}\) later showed that the actual source of the flow turning was the irrotational part of the second term in Eq. (19). None of the earlier stability calculations incorporated all of the rotational terms included in Eq. (19). When all of the terms are properly accounted for, it is readily seen by applying the standard scalar triple product identity

\[
A \cdot (B \times C) = B \cdot (C \times A)
\]

that:

\[
U \cdot \left( u' \times \omega' \right) + \left( u' \cdot U \times \omega' \right) = \left( -u' \cdot U \times \omega' \right) + \left( u' \cdot U \times \omega' \right) = 0
\]

Flow turning has now vanished; a result that agrees with several other studies.\(^{60,61}\)

This correction alone leads to major improvement in agreement with experimental data. The lesson here is that only by accounting for all unsteady energy gains and losses can a correct linear stability theory be achieved. Other terms in Eq. (18) once thought to have important stability implications do not appear when the integrals are carefully evaluated.

We have recently completed a full evaluation of Eq. (18) for the solid motor case; current efforts are focused on a similar evaluation for the liquid motor case. This has already been done for longitudinal waves (initial results are described in a companion paper\(^{23}\)); major effort is now being devoted to the important transverse mode case of central importance in large motor development programs.

**Effects of Nonlinearity**

It is now required to examine nonlinear terms arising from the expansion of Eq. (13). The most important of these are the energy losses incurred in steep wave fronts. Let us focus on the last set of terms in Eq. (13). After temporal and spatial averaging, we are left with

\[
\int_V \left( \frac{\delta^2}{(\gamma - 1)P} \right) dV
\]

Those readers experienced in gasdynamics will recognize in this term the source of the entropy gain and associated energy loss in a steep wave front. In fact, this term is usually ignored because it is only important if there are very steep gradients in particle velocity and temperature. Let us evaluate this term by considering a very small portion of the chamber volume that encompasses the shock layer formed by a steepened wave system as described earlier. The shock
layer can be treated as a region of nonuniformity as illustrated in Fig. 6.

Fig 6 Shock Layer Structure

Following standard procedures Eq. (21) can be reduced to the classical textbook result showing the origin of the entropy gain in the shockwave. By manipulations using the Rankine-Hugoniot equations, we find the formula for the energy loss in the steep wave to be

\[
\left( \frac{dE}{dt} \right)_{\text{shock}} = - \frac{S_{\text{port}}}{\gamma(\gamma-1)} c_v (s_2 - s_1)^* \\
= - \left( \frac{E_{\text{shock}}}{P} \right)^3 S_{\text{port}} \left( \frac{\gamma + 1}{12\gamma^3} \right)
\]

leading to a simple approximation for the nonlinear stability parameter in Eq. (17), namely

\[
\alpha^{(2)} = - \left( \frac{\gamma + 1}{3E^2} \right) \left( \frac{\xi}{2\gamma} \right)^3 S_{\text{port}}
\]

where \( \xi \) is a factor dependent upon the assumed waveform for the traveling shock wave, and \( S_{\text{port}} \) is the area of the shock front. In the longitudinal case, this is simply the cross-sectional area of the duct at a convenient location.

This nonlinear loss effect is the principal damping mechanism in both liquid and solid propellant motors, and is the key element in understanding the limit cycle behavior so often encountered when finite amplitude waves appear. It is tempting to carry the implied perturbation series in Eq. (17) to higher than second order in the system amplitude. However, this is not justified in the present situation because we assume that the unsteady flow field and mode shape information for the chamber is accurate only to the first order in wave amplitude. Let us now test the results that we have found against experimental evidence.

**Limit Cycle Amplitude**

In liquid propellant motors one is seldom interested in tracing the details of the growth of the waves to their final state. Such motors usually operate for very long time on the time scale of the wave motions with very slow changes in the steady operating parameters. For this reason, strictly linear models provide very little use information in the predictive sense. There is, however, a well-known rule of thumb that suggests that large values of the linear growth rate, \( \alpha^{(l)} \), estimated for example by using Eq. (18) correlate with large values of the limit cycle amplitude. Clearly it is the latter amplitude that is of concern, since it is a measure of the vibration and other impacts on the system due to the oscillations.

What is required is information concerning the limit amplitude reached as the wave system approaches it fully steepened form. Equation (17) provides the required limit amplitude. In the fully steepened state, the wave amplitude is stationary, and it is readily seen that the limit amplitude is

\[
\varepsilon_{\text{limit}} = - \frac{\alpha^{(l)}}{\alpha^{(2)}}
\]

which is physically meaningful only when \( \alpha^{(2)} \) is negative. This will always be the case for the shock loss mechanism described by Eq. (23). This expression has been tested for many solid rocket data sets and has been found to yield an excellent estimate of the limit amplitude. Again, please note that good results depend critically on a valid linear stability estimate.

**Triggering Amplitude**

This is a controversial subject. If one examines Fig. 5, in the context of Eq. (17) with extension to higher orders in the wave amplitude, it is readily seen that it is theoretically possible to raise the amplitude of a system oscillating at its lowest limit amplitude to a yet higher limit amplitude by adding sufficient energy in a pulse to raise the oscillations above a critical triggering level as described in the figure. This is what might be termed *true triggering*. Careful examination of solid rocket data shows that this scenario seldom fits what is actually observed. In every case studied by the authors, motors that exhibited "triggering" were linearly unstable motors. That is, they are not stable motors that
are triggered into a high-amplitude limit cycle. When such motors operate without deliberate pulsing, the wave system grows so slowly from the random noise that is always present, that oscillations are barely measurable by the end of the burn. However, when the motor is disturbed by a sufficiently large pulse, the broadband energy increment excites finite amplitude steep fronted waves. The system then grows rapidly to the limit cycle amplitude. Calculations using Eq. (24) agree very well with actual observations. We believe that true triggering is seldom, if ever, observed in actual rocket motors. Much of the confusion over this issue has resulted from application of faulty predictive codes that almost always predict a linearly stable system. A classic example can be found in the recent experiments by Blomshield. Every motor fired in this test series was predicted by the SSP (standard stability prediction code) to be linearly stable. In fact many of the motors were linearly unstable at least during part of the burn. Unless pulsed, only very low level oscillations were present. Sufficiently strong pulsing during linearly unstable operation led to violent oscillations in several tests.

IV. Conclusions; Application to Liquid Motors

We have recently used the model described in this paper in the analysis of longitudinal mode oscillations in liquid propellant motor preburners. Preliminary findings are reported in a companion paper. As in the case of the solid motor application, predictive capability is very promising and the results compare favorably to measurements.

In applying the results to large liquid rockets with potential transverse mode instability, considerable work remains to be accomplished. In particular, it is necessary to treat the three-dimensional coupling between the waves and the combustion heat release. The first step is to establish that steep waves can be formed in the transverse mode case. The information set forth in Part II of this paper convincingly show that steep-fronted wave do represent an important feature of high-amplitude transverse mode liquid rocket combustion instability.

Another aspect of the problem requiring attention is the application of detonation wave physics to the combustion model in the present situation. Clearly, shock motions in the unreacted gas mixture in the injection process may have a large impact on the energy transfer from combustion to the wave system.

It remains to demonstrate that a simple model of the type used in the longitudinal case (see Eq. (1)) is valid for transverse modes. It is very important that we avoid the use of method of characteristics or full Navier-Stokes CFD algorithms in attempts to model this problem. What is needed is a simple model that can rapidly and accurately determine the system stability characteristics without the expense and time required in a strictly numerical attack on the problem. This is not to say that there is not a future role for CFD in the solution of combustion instability problems. However, a crucial first step is to perfect a simple predictive algorithm based on concepts such as those developed in this paper.

An important step is to simplify the mathematical description of the unsteady flow field. It is possible to utilize a three-dimensional form of Eq. (1) to represent a steep fronted traveling tangential mode; Bessel function mode shapes are then required. Figure 7 is a frame from an animation of calculations describing a steep wave front formed by superimposing a set of standing tangential modes. Twenty modes were used to produce the model shown. The traveling shockwave traverses the chamber once each period of the first tangential mode. This representation of the unsteady flow is in excellent agreement with what is described in the F-1 data and in Clayton’s excellent measurements.

These findings are contrary to accepted ideas, which hold that transverse modes cannot steepen even though very large amplitudes might be present. The classical work of Maslen and Moore is often cited as proof of this idea. However, this view does not agree with much experimental data already described that indicates otherwise.

Finally, it should be observed that a high-amplitude steep wave front traveling across the injector face will have major impact on heat transfer rates and on transverse forces acting on surface structures. The authors believe that this is the mechanism that leads to severe injector damage often associated with finite amplitude combustion oscillations in motor chambers.

Fig 7 Simulated Traveling Tangential Shock Wave
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